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About This Game

Vector is an exciting, arcade-style game featuring you as the exceptional free runner who won’t be held down by the system. The
game opens with a view into a totalitarian world where freedom and individually is nothing more than a distant dream. But the
heart of a freerunner is strong, and you so break free. Run, vault, slide and climb using extraordinary techniques based on the
urban ninja sport of Parkour all while being chased by “Big Brother” who’s sole purpose is to capture you and bring you back.

Inspired by the practice and principles of Parkour, Vector’s intuitive controls please players of all levels, and sophisticated level
designs challenge the most demanding players with fast-paced timing puzzles as the traceur “flows” over the rooftops.

- Hunter Mode: Tired of being chased? Start fighting on Big Brother’s side and hunt down opponents to shock them with your
trusty taser!

- Controller Support: Enjoy the run with your favorite gamepad!

The best parkour-inspired action game! Vector lets you break free and run! Don’t get caught!
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Title: Vector
Genre: Action, Indie
Publisher:
Nekki GmbH
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Turkish,Russian,Arabic,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korean,Norwe
gian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese
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A true spiritual successor to Serious Sam 3, Gulman 4: Still Alive is the next installment in the highly successful GULMAN
series. Feautring a lovable character, great story, art, graphics, puzzle gameplay and almost true-to-life gun play that can rival
Arma 3 and more. The puzzles will tease your brain and the gameplay will tease your reaction time, strategic thinking and
reflexes. I recommend it to everybody.

I rate it Bad Rats 3\/10. Annoying Bugs. Great addition to my Tower Defense Library!

Some people think they finished the game when they beat the last level...
...a TRUE TD player knows there's the HARD level to master!

Traditional gameplay with Ships! What else can I ask for?...
I'm certainly getting the DLC's. :). Reggie the Raging Bull Berserker
Adam the Flaming Pyrotechnic Firebug
Dave the Healing Doctor Field Medic
Peter the experienced Assassin Sharpshooter
This character pack is at least better than 2 but in the second Scully looks badass.
11\/10 would recommend this pack.
. OMG this game is just stupidly fun... will be a real favorite when you have friends round to play...
These are some seriously messed up cats and need sorting as soon as possible!. --oo-- Look I like the game but I don't like the
controls we don't have alien hands to shoot .The game is not fun the way the controls are now. mixed on recommend yes or no.
great fun music puzzler, game changes depending what you play, no itunes support as yet but support for all other formats. 9/10.
I am so happy for the The Bard's Tale remaster. I I was around 13 when I first played the original and I loved it then but it had
it's bugs. I tried to play the old version again and it was not good but the remaster so far has been really well done. Thank you to
all who made this happen! I am looking forward to the Bard's Tale 4 Directors cut.. This video game reminds of the time i
stupied. There are issues with this game. Difficult to interact with objects with multiple clicks. It seems to delete the save files
too? What!?!
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cool yeah read what Holden Mcgroin wrote. click the dlc box for the expansion pack on game guru.. and um.. it's under
"Classics" a whole bunch of stuff.
. This looked so good on the store page. But it was disapointing on many fronts. The concept is great, somewhere between micro
machines and having one of those electric toy race tracks. The VR perspective looking down on toy like race cars you control
works really well. There is of course no reason it needs to be VR exclusive, the camera could easily be bound to the right analog
stick allowing non-VR onwers to join in. It's all down hill from there too.

I loaded it up and went straight into options, where sound was defaulted to off and virtually impossible to adjust because
attmepting to adjust the volume sliders moves you to next option in the menu. I later found out the volume sliders only affect
the main menu and even with sound off the the music at the start of the race will blow out your ear drums.

I bought it primarily because it's one of the few Vive enabled games listed to have multiplayer. So talking to a friend in
teamspeak we loaded up the game, and clicked online. Immediately we were taken into a race track. First thing we noticed was
dispite the game not using the vive controllers, they still floated visably above the race track blocking the view until we
physicaly moved them out of the way. Next we noticed we were both alone. We were just thrown into two empty games displite
connecting at the same time.

Turns out connecting at the same time was the problem. If one of us went into the online mode and waited by themself for the
race to start then the other one of us joined, then the second player got to join in on the race in progress. Just to clarify, there is
no lobby of any sort. You click online and you just get thrown in a game if one is there. So the only way to play multiplayer with
my friend was to join them in a race that already started, so they could be halfway around the track before I got in if they
wanted (we were of course gentlefolk about it).

That where it got really stupid. The multiplayer games last 4 laps... You'd think that means first to do 4 laps wins... Nope, it
means cars can cross the starting line 4 times. All cars collectively. So if we were neck and neck the whole way around, the
game would last 2 laps (about 30 seconds). No winners no losers. The 4th time a car goes over the starting line the game just
ends and both players get kicked out to... The map select menu for the single player campaign mode. Which you then have to
back out of to go back to multiplayer again. Which btw will be on the same map every single time.

Pretty much everything about the menu interface is broken. Multiplayer while technically existant, is completely broken. The
single player campaign mode is where the most work seems to be put and it's passable at times, but just passable. I know it's
early access but a lot of work needs to be done to polish this up to something worth selling and once it is it still needs more
content to justify the listed pricetag.

I suggested to my friend we refund the game and go get Toybox turbos for a quarter the price. It was a much better investment..
Please just play the fullsize, regular version.

>.> It just seems a little unfair to murder people on iphones this way.. very cool little 2d game that reminds me of the sega
genesis. this game is WAY hard but the music is awesome!. Just finished the last route, and it is good, as long as you know that
it is just a pure love story, with some comedy and not much else, and that is what you are looking for I'd say it's worth the price.

Translation is good too, with some typos here and there, but overall quite good. (though they seem to be fixing them in the patch
notes, so later on there probably won't be any typos)
The option of dual language is also very nice and appreciated, if you are interested in the Japanese language or just want to
compare the original line to the English translated one.

P.S
Meguru BEST GIRL
Nene close second. This game is one of the best mobile games I have ever played, and this port is really good too.
I have a few suggestions and criticisms. The raptor and facecube modes are much too easy for the amount of honor they give, I
think a good fix for this would be to make them longer than ten waves and have them give less honor at lower waves.
I also think an infinite mode would be pretty nice. overall this game is very good, aside from some of the graphics and the
occasional glitch.. Not entirely a throwback. And the snow stage from RE6 is quite laggy too.. Not at all like the original.
Disappointing.
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